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Zhou Zhou had a smile on his face. 

It was not in vain that he had spent all his thoughts and energy on becoming stronger for the past 10 

days, it was finally time for him to gain something. 

Thinking back to that time. 

Zhou Zhou could not help but sigh. 

When he first saw the activities in the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield, he thought that it would be good 

enough if he could fight for the strongest Lord of his race. 

He did not even dare to think about the title and rank reward of the strongest Lord of all races. He only 

felt that the strongest Lord of all races should belong to those top Lords. 

For example, the True Lord, the Great One Lord, and the Heaven Chasing Lord who had reached the top 

of the Mythical-Tier Advance Grade a few days before the event began. 

However, as time passed, he surpassed these top-notch Lords one by one under his tireless efforts, his 

strength improved by leaps and bounds every day. 

Uncle Wind Lord of the Descendant of the God Spirit, Holy Light Lord of the Radiant Angel Race, Reckless 

Sky Lord of the Amethyst Behemoth Race, Lord Father of the Machina race, Extreme Venerable Lord of 

the Extreme Dragon Race, Heaven Chasing Lord of the Shepherd Race… 

These Lords who sounded so powerful that they were out of reach had already been defeated by him. 

Zhou Zhou felt like he was in a dream. 

After a long time. 

He took a light breath and retracted his wandering thoughts. 

It was indeed worth being happy to be able to achieve such results. 

However, as long as the Lord of All Races was not settled, he would always need to work hard and 

develop carefully! 

He was far from being proud. 

Still… 

Before putting down his pride, Zhou Zhou still wanted to see the opinions of the Cerulean Planet Lords 

on his achievements. 

He was not someone who was willing to travel at night in embroidered clothes! 

Especially since the Lord of the Cerulean Planet was no longer a threat to him. 
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Thinking of this, he immediately opened the World Channel. 

Not surprisingly. 

The World Channel was currently discussing him enthusiastically. 

[Big Boss Blazing Sun is so terrifying!] 

[To be honest, I really didn't expect Big Boss Blazing Sun to be able to snatch first place in the Lord of All 

Races!] 

[Who would have thought? I originally thought that the Lord of The Blazing Sun was only as awesome as 

the Lords of our Cerulean Planet. I didn't expect him to still be so awesome in front of the Lords of all 

races. I'm convinced!] 

[He obtained the strongest Lord of his race and the strongest Lord of all races at the same time. He's 

really strong!] 

[Haha, I feel that our human race will become famous with Big Boss Blazing Sun becoming the strongest 

Lord of all races this time. I'm a little proud just thinking about it. I'm so damn proud of my Race!] 

[Sigh, the human race became famous with the Lord of The Blazing Sun reaching the top. I don't know if 

it's a good thing or a bad thing.] 

[There are pros and cons to everything. Why are you thinking so much? You won't obtain much 

achievement by being overcautious. Just charge!] 

[That's right!] 

[Big Brother Blazing Sun, This Little Sister is your fan. Can I join your Star Alliance? I can even be a non-

staff member!] 

[I'm envious. I heard that the Lords of the Star Alliance have made a killing in the past few days. I 

wonder if it's true.] 

[I have a friend who's a friend of a member of the Star Alliance Master. Even though that Lord member 

didn't reveal any specific information, I heard that he's already making a killing under Big Boss Blazing 

Sun.] 

[Wuwuwu, the more I listen, the more envious I become. If I had known earlier, I would have saved up 

points to buy a Master-Servant Territory Contract myself and directly joined the Star Alliance with the 

contract. It's really hard for me to do it alone!] 

[It's indeed hard for me to work alone. I'm also tired. I really don't want to be this lousy Lord anymore.] 

[Why are you saying so many dejected words? Cheer up. Speaking of which, I wonder how the Lords of 

all races will feel when they see what they dream of becoming the property of our human Lord. I'm sure 

they must have mixed feelings. Who would have thought that the ending of this event would be stolen 

by an ordinary human Lord?] 

… 



The Lords were right. 

When the other Lords from the human race saw that this Lord of The Blazing Sun had actually snatched 

the title of the Strongest Lord of All Races from a top Lord like the True Lord, the Great One Lord, and 

the Heaven Chasing Lord, they indeed felt very complicated. 

Especially the True Lord, the Great One Lord, and the Heaven Chasing Lord, they felt it even more 

deeply. 

… 

Origin Spirit Mountain. 

Elemental Spirit City. 

The True Lord looked at the event notification of the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield in front of him and 

did not speak. Instead, he remained silent. 

"He" did not expect this either. 

He had already made up his mind to obtain the final reward for being the strongest Lord of all races 

before the event began. He did not expect that he would not achieve it in the end and only obtained 

second place. 

Moreover, the other party had snatched away one of "His" Original Spirit Race Subject before defeating 

him. 

The True Lord gritted his teeth in hatred. 

The Original Spirit Race had very few members to begin with as a race nurtured by the world. 

Until now, he had only summoned two members of the Original Spirit Race from the Gate of 

Summoning. 

Now, he had lost a clansman to that human Lord! 

He immediately felt so heartbroken that he could not breathe. 

After calming down, "He" began to think. 

"That should be some kind of Law Skill, and it's a relatively high-level Law Skill. It seems to have the 

meaning of [Absolute Law]. It can make us unable to resist even with divine power." 

The True Lord muttered to himself and frowned. 

This human Lord was indeed not an opponent to be underestimated for being able to defeat top Lords 

of all races and become the strongest Lord of all races. 

After this battle. 

All the Lords of the myriad races would probably get to know this Lord of The Blazing Sun from the 

human race again. 

"This is an opportunity." 



"And a risk." 

"Can that Lord of The Blazing Sun withstand it?" 

The True Lord thought for a moment and stopped thinking about it. 

It was not beneficial for "Him" to think too much about the future of others. 

If he had the time, he might as well improve himself. 

"There's a gap between us now." 

"That might not be the case in the future…" 

The True Lord muttered. 

… 

In a certain chaotic space. 

The Great One Lord, who was surrounded by Chaos Qi, sat on a throne and looked at the announcement 

in front of him with a dark expression. 

"Hmph!" 

"He" snorted coldly, feeling very angry. 

"Despicable fellow, I should be the Lord who becomes the strongest Lord of all races if you hadn't used 

those Final Items that can avoid battle!" 

"D*mn it!" "D*mn it!" "D*mn it!" 

"He" was very angry. 

Ever since "He" defeated the True Lord on the battlefield of the Lords of All Races once, "He", who was 

unwilling, had been thinking of ways to increase his strength, looking forward to the day when he could 

get back at him and defeat him. 

Therefore, in his development plan, he had already thought of a way and trump card to deal with the 

other Lords of the myriad races to obtain a large number of ranking points and obtain the rewards of the 

strongest Lord of the myriad races in this Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event. 

He did not expect the accident of the Lord of The Blazing Sun to be inserted halfway! 

Not only did the ranking points far exceed top Lords like them, but what made "Him" the most 

depressed was that the other party did not even give him a chance to fight head-on. He directly left The 

Final Battlefield and blocked all the possibilities of him seizing the other party's ranking points! 

How could "He" be willing to accept this? 
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However, the dust had already settled. There was no choice no matter how unwilling he was. 
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"Lord of The Blazing Sun, don't let me meet you!" 

"Otherwise, I'll let you know the outcome of snatching my things!" 

The Great One Lord gritted his teeth. 

… 

The Shepherd's Divine Territory. 

When the Heaven Chasing Lord saw the announcement on the entire channel, he immediately frowned 

with a surprised expression. 

"That human Lord can actually protect his ranking points in the hands of a True Lord?" 

He had fought the Lord of The Blazing Sun on the battlefield of the Lords of All Races, so he naturally 

remembered his strength at that time. 

Therefore, when he realized that this human Lord was peeping at him fighting the True Lord in the dark 

on the Final Battlefield, he felt that this human Lord was about to die at the hands of the True Lord. 

The True Lord needed ranking points to increase his ranking after all. 

He did not expect the subsequent development to be completely different from what he had imagined. 

Not only did the True Lord not obtain the ranking points on this human Lord, but it also allowed him to 

maintain his first place before the end of The Final Battlefield and become the strongest Lord of all 

races! 

The Heaven Chasing Lord felt that it was unbelievable after thinking about the fact that this was hidden. 

Could it be that even the True Lord could not do anything to this human Lord? 

That was why he was able to maintain his position as first place? 

The Heaven Chasing Lord felt that it was unbelievable. 

However, the facts in front of him confirmed this. 

"Looks like I underestimated this human Lord." 

The Heaven Chasing Lord said calmly. 

… 

Knight Temple. 

When the news that the Lord of The Blazing Sun had become the strongest Lord of all races spread, the 

Knight Temple also received this news. 

Then, they were shocked. 

Especially the Lord of the Knight Temple, Bai He, and his disciple, Rob Allen. 

They naturally knew about the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield's activities. 



When they found out that Lords of all races would participate in this event, they did not think that there 

would be a human Lord who could reach the top. 

They did not even dare to think about the possibility of a human Lord ascending to the Epic-Tier or 

Mythical-Tier. 

There was no choice! 

As an expert of the human race! 

It was precisely because they were powerful that they knew too well how high the potential of those 

members of the heaven-defying Races among the myriad races was! 

In front of a Lord from such a heaven-defying Race, 

It was very difficult for human Lords to compare to or even surpass them! 

Such a thing. 

They had already used more than 100,000 years to verify it in the High Continent and even in other 

worlds. 

However, it was also because of this that when they found out that a human Lord had stepped on the 

corpses of the Lords of all races to reach the top of the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield, they were 

extremely shocked! 

Especially since this person was the Lord of The Blazing Sun, a human Lord who was their neighbor at 

the entrance of the Holy Temple. 

This feeling. 

It was no less than a child from the neighbor's house who had been with him for a few years suddenly 

running over to tell him that he was actually a successful man in his thirties or forties. 

Bai He and Rob Allen were stunned when they heard the news. 

After confirming it again and again, they accepted this fact. 

"This child… Every time I see or hear news of him, I feel like he's challenging my worldview." 

Bai He smiled bitterly. 

However, he looked happy and gratified. 

For such an outstanding junior to appear in the human race, he might be able to reach his level or even 

surpass him in the future. 

He was naturally very happy as the pillar of the human race! 

"I didn't expect this young kid to grow so quickly." 

Rob Allen also lamented. 

Then, he thought of something and suddenly looked at his teacher in surprise. 



"Teacher." 

"Since the Lord of The Blazing Sun is so outstanding, the higher-ups of the human race shouldn't be so 

calculative about the Lord of The Blazing Sun's subordinate taking away the Blood Shadow Sword 

Demon's heroic spirit inheritance, right?" 

He knew. 

His teacher had undergone a lot of pressure from the higher-ups of the human race because Xu An had 

taken away the Blood Shadow Sword Demon's heroic spirit inheritance. 

Not every higher-up of the human race was as devoted to the human race as Bai He after all. 

The Blood Shadow Sword Demon—Luo Yi's Hero Inheritance. As a High-level God Inheritance, it had 

always been coveted by many higher-ups of the human race. 

It was only because there was no suitable candidate and Luo Yi's heroic spirit had extremely high 

standards and would not easily choose a successor that it had always been preserved in the Heroic Spirit 

Hall. 

As Xu An suddenly obtained the Blood Shadow Sword Demon Inheritance of Luo Yi, this immediately 

triggered the sensitive nerves of many higher-ups of the human race. 

Even though Bai He had already explained that Xu An was an extremely suitable candidate for the Blood 

Shadow Sword Demon Inheritance and had even sublimated it to a True God-Tier Hero Fate Level slot 

like the Night Rakshasa Sword God, it had made the upper echelons of the human race express their 

dissatisfaction with Bai He, Xu An, and even Xu An's Lord of The Blazing Sun. 

Now that the Lord of The Blazing Sun had such an outstanding performance, the higher-ups of the 

human race should have less to say, right? 

Bai He smiled and nodded. 

"Now, the matter of Luo Yi's heroic spirit inheritance can basically be completely stabilized." 

"Other than a small number of my mortal enemies." 

"The other higher-ups of the human race shouldn't say anything else." 

"In the future, when Zhou Zhou realizes the resurrection spots for the three heroes, those higher-ups of 

the human race will be even more speechless." 

Rob Allen immediately smiled. 

… 

In the conference room. 

Zhou Zhou naturally did not know that the Knight Temple already knew that he had reached the top of 

the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield. 

He was looking at the golden text notification that suddenly appeared in front of him. 



[The Myriad Races Lord Battlefield is about to end!] 

[Lords of all races, from tomorrow onwards, you will have three days of rest.] 

[During these three days, the Scarlet Fog monsters will not take the initiative to attack your territories. 

Lords, you can rest well during these three days.] 

[Three days later, the new Lord Event, the King of Ten Thousand Kings, will begin!] 

[Lords, please look forward to it!] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

It was understandable that there would be a three-day break. 

What was going on with the new event, the King of Ten Thousand Kings? 

Zhou Zhou tried to ask the Supreme Will. Unfortunately, the Supreme Will had no intention of revealing 

any information about the event, making him feel that it was a pity. 

He opened the world channel. 

The Lords in the World Channel was now divided into two parts. 

A portion of them were discussing his ascension to the top Lord of all races and the rewards of their 

ranks. 

Another portion of the Lords were discussing the three-day break and the new event, the King of Ten 

Thousand Kings. 

Unfortunately, none of them knew anything about the new event at all. They were all making wild 

guesses on the World Channel. 

Zhou Zhou shook his head and lost interest in watching. 

No matter what the King of Ten Thousand Kings' activity was, working hard to increase his Lord faction 

and strength would always be the most important and fundamental thing. 

He would deal with all changes by remaining unchanged. 

Then, he looked at his Spatial Ring and took out two Treasure Chests. 

One was the [Mythical-Tier Treasure Chest] rewarded by the Lord of All Races' Announcement! 

The other was a blood-red Gift Bag from The Final Battlefield! 
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Zhou Zhou looked at the two rewards expectantly. 

"I hope I get something good." 

He looked at the two of them and decided to open the gift bag from The Final Battlefield first. 
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Good things had to be saved for the last! 

After he opened the blood-red gift bag, a blood-red certificate appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

He picked it up and looked at it. 

[Treasure Name: The Lord Of The End Class Change Certificate] 

[Treasure Grade: Exclusive - Unique] 

[Treasure Effect: Exclusive - Unique Lord Class Change Tool! After using it, you can become the exclusive 

- Unique Lord Class - The Lord Of The End! You will also receive the blessing of the Battlefield of The End 

and automatically have exclusive Class equipment, Class Law Skills, and exclusive soldier type Class 

Change Authority.] 

[Treasure Description: Exclusive - Unique Lord Class Class Certificate! It comes from the legendary The 

Final Battlefield. Only Lords who are invincible in The Final Battlefield are qualified to wear the crown of 

The Lord Of The End!] 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised when he saw its message. 

It was actually a Class Change Certificate for a special Class? 

Moreover, it was the Class Change Certificate of the Lord Class. 

There were very few special Classes to begin with, let alone the exclusive Unique Lord Class among the 

special Class. 

Even though this was the first time he had seen such a Class Change Certificate, Zhou Zhou knew that 

this must be a top-notch Class Change Certificate that could only be chanced upon by luck! 

"I have the Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent—Fighting God Full-Time Master II. I can have two additional 

classes." 

"Originally, I didn't know what Class to choose as my second and third Class." 

"It's fine now!" 

"The Lord Of The End is simply the best choice for my second Class!" 

Zhou Zhou was pleasantly surprised. 

Then, he chose to use it without hesitation. 

The blood-colored Class Change Certificate suddenly dissipated into countless blood-colored fog and 

surged into Zhou Zhou's glabella. 

He felt a chill at his glabella before a text notification appeared in front of him. 

[You have successfully taken on the Exclusive—Unique Lord Class—The Lord Of The End!] 



[You have received the blessing of the Battlefield of The Final Battlefield. You have obtained Class-

exclusive equipment—The Crown of The Final!] 

[You have obtained the Blessing of The Final Battlefield and the Class Law Skill—Finally Nirvana!] 

[You have received the blessing of the Battlefield of The Final Battlefield. You have obtained the Class-

exclusive soldier type—The Final Guard!] 

Zhou Zhou sensed his body and vaguely realized that it seemed to have changed. 

At the same time, he realized that he could only sense all kinds of energy evolved from the Chaotic Qi in 

his super perception. 

And now he discovered another aura other than this energy. The aura was completely grayish-white. 

They floated silently in the world, as if they were everywhere. 

This was the Qi of Destruction! An aura comparable to the Chaotic Qi! 

If the Chaos Qi represented the source of all creation and destruction, then the aura of finality 

represented the absolute power of finality! 

The Lord Of The End Class only gave him these notifications about the Qi of Destruction. There were no 

other notifications. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a while and stopped thinking about it. 

How could a small Lord like him study the Final Energy that could compare to the Chaos Energy? 

In the future, he would naturally understand everything when he reached the level. 

It was useless to think too much now. 

He looked at the three Class benefits provided to him by The Lord Of The End. 

Firstly, the Crown of The End had condensed in front of him out of thin air after he took over as The Lord 

Of The End. 

This Crown of Destiny was completely grayish-white. There were three small mountain-like bumps in 

front of the crown, looking ancient and mysterious. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Divine artifact Name: Crown of The Final] 

[Divine artifact Grade: Low-Tier Deity Elementary Grade (Enhanceable)] 

[Divine Artifact Ability One—Power of The End: As The Lord Of The End, the power of The End that can 

end all things surges in your body. When you attack any matter, you have a 10% chance of shattering it. 

When attacking any life form, you have a 1% chance of directly killing it.] 

[Divine Artifact Ability One—Power of The End: As The Lord Of The End, the power of The End that can 

end all things. When you attack any matter, you have a 10% chance of shattering it. When attacking any 

life form, you have a 1% chance of directly killing it.] 



[Divine Artifact Ability Three—Obtaining The Final: You can collect the power of the Law of The Final by 

destroying the Lord's faction. After collecting enough power of the Law of The End, you can increase the 

grade of the Crown of The Final and unlock more abilities of the Crown of The Final!] 

[Current collection progress of the Power of The Final Law: 0%] 

[Divine Artifact Description: The Lord Of The End's exclusive divine artifact. It contains the power of the 

end of all things!] 

Zhou Zhou could not help but hold his breath when he saw the information about the Crown of The 

Final. 

It is actually a divine artifact? 

Oh my God! 

Is this the exclusive unique Lord Class? 

He was given a divine artifact the moment he arrived?! 

Moreover, this divine artifact could still grow. He did not know how much it would grow in the future. 

Zhou Zhou played with it happily for a while before putting it on his head. 

After he put the crown on his head, he immediately felt the power of the end surging in his body 

become even more active. 

Moreover, he had a faint feeling that he seemed to have used this power of the end to master two 

special nomological powers. 

Even though the probability of them being triggered was very low, if he could continuously increase the 

grade of the Crown of The Final in the future, the probability of triggering these two nomological 

abilities would also increase. 

"As expected of a divine artifact. I'm directly provided with two methods that are close to Law Skills." 

Zhou Zhou was very satisfied with the Crown of The Final, a divine artifact. 

Then, he looked at the Class blessing. 

[Law Skill Name: Final Nirvana] 

[Law Skill Quality: Master God-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Nomological Skill Power Description: When The Lord Of The End destroys Kingdom-level and above 

Lord factions, you can obtain a different amount of Final Nirvana power according to the strength of the 

Lord faction destroyed. Consumption of the corresponding amount of Final Nirvana power can 

immediately revive The Lord Of The End after the Lord dies and greatly increase your strength!] 

[Current Power of Final Nirvana: 0] 

Zhou Zhou could not help but hold his breath after reading it. 

Resurrection?! 



It was actually another resurrection method. 

In that case, other than relying on the Goddess of Life's Large and Small Resurrection Spell to revive, he 

had a new resurrection method. 

A smile appeared on his face. 

No matter how many methods he used, he could not have too many of them! 

"The advancement of the Crown of The Final requires the power of the Law of The Final to be obtained 

by destroying the Lord's faction." 

"And the release of the Final Nirvana also needs to obtain the power of the Final Nirvana by destroying 

Kingdom-level and Lord factions above the Kingdom-level." 

"The Lord Of The End is really a profession that likes to cause trouble." Zhou Zhou muttered to himself. 

However, he didn't care. 

As a Lord of all races, he had to constantly attack the forces of the other Lords and the Scarlet Lords. 

In his opinion, he could easily complete The Lord Of The End's request. 
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He turned his attention to the Lord Of The End's Professional Soldier Type—The Final Guard! 

[Soldier Type: The Final Guard] 

[Soldier type Quality: Divine Kingdom-Tier] 

[Soldier type Creation Method: When The Lord Of The End leads the Lord faction under him to conquer 

a Kingdom-level or above Lord faction, you can automatically obtain the loyalty of a member of the Final 

Guard.] 

[Soldier type Description: The exclusive soldier type of The Lord Of The End. A terrifying life form born in 

the end. It will live and die with The Lord Of The End. It has a body that can constantly be reborn. 

Moreover, it has mastered the laws of 'Shattering' and 'Instant death'. Even God Spirits will be afraid of 

their weapons.] 

When Zhou Zhou saw the soldier type information of the Final Guards, he was both shocked and 

pleasantly surprised. 

It was actually a Divine Kingdom-Tier soldier type?! A soldier type of the same grade as Soul Reaper 

Maris! 

Divine Kingdom-Tier soldier types were almost exclusive to those Divine Kingdom factions. 

Even the legendary Master God-Tier would value and rely on soldiers of this level! 

Zhou Zhou only had the Lord Talent, the King of Loots, which was why he had the Soul Reaper, Maris, at 

the current stage. 
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And now, he, a Lord who had not even established a Kingdom, had actually obtained a stable channel to 

obtain Divine Kingdom soldier types! 

Even if it was very difficult to achieve its conditions and needed to conquer Kingdom-level and Lord 

factions above the Kingdom-level to obtain it, it was very rare. 

Zhou Zhou was really shocked. 

Only then did he realize how precious The Lord Of The End Class was. 

Since it could create Divine Kingdom soldier types, it could only prove that its professional grade was at 

least not inferior to a God-Tier! 

Suddenly, an idea flashed across his mind. 

"The Tahan Kingdom has already suffered a huge loss. It might even be less than 10% of its strength 

left." 

"King Li Yuangan of the Aurora Kingdom has also promised to give the Aurora Kingdom to me." 

"If I send troops to take down the Tahan Kingdom and accept Li Yuangan's Aurora Kingdom, will I 

directly obtain two sets of the power of the Final Nirvana and two members of the Final Nirvana 

Guard?!" 

The more Zhou Zhou thought about it, the more excited he became. 

If his guess was true, the Tahan Kingdom and the Aurora Kingdom were two great treasures to him! 

He only calmed down after a long time. 

"From tomorrow onwards, the next three days are a rest period." 

"During these three days of rest, I can completely send troops to take down the Tahan Kingdom first!" 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

With the military strength he currently had and the military strength of the Lord Alliance, 

Not to mention a beginner Crimson Kingdom with less than 10% of its national strength. 

He was confident that he could easily take down even three Tahan Kingdoms at their peak. 

There was no reason for Zhou Zhou not to eat the meat that was delivered to his mouth. 

Then, he looked at the other Mythical-Tier Treasure Chest. 

This Treasure Chest was completely black and gold. It was two meters long and half a meter wide. On 

the surface, there were ancient paintings that seemed to depict the scene of life forms of all races living 

together. 

Zhou Zhou took a deep breath and opened it. 

An ancient black-gold ring-shaped city wall model was lying quietly inside. 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 



He looked over and a text notification appeared. 

[Building Name: Supreme Defence] 

[Construction Level: True God-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Building Function One - Wall of Myriad City: After using the Supreme Defence in the main city, the city 

walls of the original owner's city will be replaced by the Supreme Defence City Wall. At the same time, 

the city walls of the subsidiary cities of the main city can be replaced by the same Supreme Defence City 

Wall.] 

[Building Function Two - Growth: The level of the Supreme Defence's city wall will automatically 

increase as the city level increases. The highest level can automatically increase to the True God-Tier 

Advance Grade city wall. At the same time, the Supreme Defence will automatically be immune to any 

Stats attack below the level of the city wall. When the Supreme Defence is broken by attacks above the 

level of the city wall, it can be repaired by replenishing building materials.] 

[Construction Blueprint Effect Three—Absolute Defense: The Supreme Defence can activate Absolute 

Defense for one to 10 seconds a day. During this period, you will be immune to any Stats attack of any 

level. The Duration of Absolute Defense depends on the level of the city wall.] 

[Building Description: The Mythical-Tier legendary Supreme Defence. It was once damaged because it 

participated in a divine battle with countless casualties. Later, it was repaired by the Supreme Will and 

awarded to the number one Lord of the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event!] 

[Do you want to use it?] 

Zhou Zhou widened his eyes slightly. 

The three city wall abilities of the Supreme Defence were all top-grade! 

The first could save him a large amount of materials and time to build the city wall! 

When he asked Zhao Chang to guard the first city wall of the territory, he had spent a lot of building 

materials and time, leaving a deep impression on him. 

It was naturally the best if the Supreme Defence had such a top-grade Effect. 

Moreover, he would not have to worry about the city walls of the new city in the future. 

After obtaining a new city, he could just let the Supreme Defence be the new city wall. 

In the future, he could use the Supreme Defence on the city walls of all his territories. 

In the future, he could use the Supreme Defence on the city walls of all his territories. 

The second city wall effect was even better! 

Not only could the level of the city wall increase as the territory level increased, but it could also be 

immune to attacks below the level of the city wall! 

If the Lords of all races saw these stats, they would definitely be extremely envious and jealous of him! 



The third Absolute Defense did not seem to last long. 

However, if it could be used at a critical moment, it might be able to save the lives of all the Subjects in 

the city! 

"As expected of a Mythical-Tier Treasure Chest!" 

"This reward is too top-grade!" 

Zhou Zhou's eyes lit up. 

Then, he immediately brought the Supreme Defence to the Beginner-Grade Lord's Paradise. 

Then, he asked the soldiers guarding the city wall to immediately get off the city wall through the army 

interface. 

Even though the soldiers did not understand Zhou Zhou's orders, they still quickly ran down from the 

city wall. 

The soldiers made a little too much noise. 

Many residents and soldiers could not help but walk out to watch. 

Bai Yun, Wu Xin, and the others also walked out. 

Seeing this, Zhou Zhou asked them to start evacuating the soldiers and Subjects around the city wall to 

avoid accidentally injuring them later. 

Bai Yun and the others immediately accepted the order. 

A moment later, Zhou Zhou smiled after everything was arranged. He did not explain even though he 

was facing everyone's puzzled gazes. Then, his gaze landed on the Supreme Defence model in his hand. 

His eyes burned. "Use it!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, 

The Supreme Defence model suddenly turned into grayish-white light and fell from Zhou Zhou's hand. 

Then, it fused into the ground. 

Rumble… 

The ground suddenly shook faintly. 

Everyone was stunned for a moment before fear immediately appeared in their eyes. 

What was going on? 

Has the earth dragon made a comeback? 

At this moment, waves of exclamations suddenly sounded. Then, many people's gazes landed on the 

distant city wall. 

The White Silver-Tier Light Elemental City Wall made of Light Origin Stone in the distance was actually 

on the verge of collapse. 



Just as everyone was worried that the city wall was about to collapse, suddenly, a piece of the city wall 

skin fell off, and what was revealed inside was not a dilapidated city wall brick, but a brand new black 

and gold wall. 

More and more of the city wall skin fell off, revealing more and more black-gold walls. 

Bai Yun, Wu Xin, Feng Luo, Zhao Changshou, the chief architect of the Blazing Sun Territory, Vice City 

Lord Zheng Yuanqi, Martial Master Luo Feng, Physician Bai Yuejing… 

All the Blazing Sun Territory Subjects who saw this scene were stunned. 
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Human Race! 

A moment later, the trembling of the ground gradually stopped. 

The city wall in front of him had also changed from the original black city wall to a brand new black-gold 

city wall. 

From afar, an invisible might and pressure came at him. 

Accompanying this feeling was the complete sense of security it brought to the Blazing Sun Territory 

Subjects. 

Even though everyone did not know what the defensive effect of this city wall was, 

everyone subconsciously trusted its defense just based on the appearance of this city wall. 

"Don't panic." 

"This is a treasure awarded to us by the Supreme Will." 

"Its name is Supreme Defence." 

"In the future, every time we own a city, such city walls will be pulled out from the ground to protect our 

home. Don't be too flustered." 

Zhou Zhou looked at everyone and told them the other two abilities of the Supreme Defence other than 

Absolute Defense. 

Everyone was extremely excited. 

If this Supreme Defence was really as powerful as the Lord said, they would not have to worry about the 

defense of the city wall in the future. 

Especially Zhao Changshou! 

He had always been in charge of the construction of the city wall. He was also very serious about the 

construction of this area. 
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However, the highest-grade building material in the Blazing Sun Territory was the White Silver-Tier Light 

Origin Stone. This was even evolved from the Green Bronze-Tier building material, the Light Drawing 

Crystal, after absorbing light Elemental energy for a few days. 

Therefore, before the Supreme Defence appeared, the level of the city wall of the Blazing Sun Territory 

was limited by the materials. It had always been at the White-Silver Tier Advance Grade and could not 

be further upgraded. 

This was timely. 

With this Supreme Defence, he would not have to worry about the construction of the city wall for a 

long time in the future. 

He could completely focus on the other buildings in the territory. 

… 

On the other side. 

As the Lord of the Blazing Sun Territory, Zhou Zhou was naturally the most satisfied with the appearance 

of the Supreme Defence. 

He also knew that the upper limit of his city wall's defense was insufficient. Even with the Aurora 

Kingdom Tower, he was still a little worried about the defense of the Blazing Sun Territory. 

He did not have to worry about the defense of Blazing Sun City's city wall not being strong enough 

before the Supreme Defence's city wall level increased to True God-Tier Advance Grade. 

Then, he looked at the defense time of the Supreme Defence Absolute Defense. 

He realized that its Absolute Defense time was five seconds. 

"Five seconds." 

Zhou Zhou muttered to himself. 

The longest Defense time for Absolute Defense was 10 seconds. 

Now, his territory level was White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade, and the Absolute Defense time 

had become five seconds. 

Would the Absolute Defense duration of the Supreme Defence increase by one second every time it 

increases by a large level? 

Zhou Zhou was not too sure. 

Therefore, he thought for a moment and brought Bai Yun, Wu Xin, Zhao Changshou, and the other key 

figures of Blazing Sun City to Kingdom Beginning City through the teleportation array. 

At this moment, the city wall of Wangshi City had already been replaced by the Supreme Defence. 



This was because Kingdom Beginning City was also a White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade city. 

Therefore, the Supreme Defence that had been replaced was also at the White Platinum-Tier 

Intermediate Grade! 

Zhou Zhou looked at its attribute information. 

The information about discovering its Absolute Defense was indeed the same as the city wall of Blazing 

Sun City. It took five seconds. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

It seemed that the Absolute Defense duration would indeed increase by one second with every level 

increase but he felt that it was a pity. 

If not for the two White Platinum-Tier cities in the upgrade requirements of the Blazing Sun Territory, 

excluding Blazing Sun City itself, he would have been able to upgrade his territory to the White 

Platinum-Tier Advance Grade. 

However, he didn't care, less than 10% of the Tahan Kingdom's strength remained. 

Tomorrow, he could lead his troops to the Tahan Kingdom and casually conquer it. He could obtain a 

White Platinum-Tier or even higher-level city and territory. 

At that time, he could naturally level up easily. 

After that, he told his generals and architects about the timing of the Absolute Defense. 

"If a powerful enemy attacks one day and I'm not around and you can't block it, you can use this 

Absolute Defense to fight the enemy." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

"Yes, my Lord!" xn 

Everyone said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he did not say anything else and returned to Blazing Sun City with his subordinates through the 

Spatial Teleportation Array. 

Blazing Sun City. 

After everyone returned, Bai Yun, Wu Xin, and the others brought the soldiers to the Triumphal Arch. 

Zhou Zhou was not in a hurry to go. Instead, he returned to his Beginner Lord Blessed Land and looked 

at the other event rewards. 

He still did not have the event rewards to check. There were also the rewards for the strongest Lord of 

all races, the title of the strongest Lord of all races, the rewards for the strongest Lord, and the title of 

the strongest Lord. 



Zhou Zhou first looked at the reward for the strongest Lord of the same race and the title of the 

strongest Lord. 

The reward for the strongest Lord was a faceless statue. 

Zhou Zhou looked over and a text notification appeared. 

[Treasure Name: Faceless Ancestor Statue of the Human Race of Cerulean Planet] 

[Treasure Grade: Legendary-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: Use it on a Cerulean Planet Ancestor Statue of the human race and immediately 

upgrade it to the Legendary-Tier Ancestor Statue!] 

[Treasure Description: A promotion treasure specially used by the Ancestor Statue of the human race on 

Cerulean Planet. You can use this to find the lost part of the Ancestor Statue and upgrade it to a higher 

level. From there, you will have a stronger Ancestor Statue Enhancement Effect!] 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

It was actually a treasure that could help the Ancestor Statue advance. 

"The strongest Lord of the same race only rewards one Legendary-Tier treasure?" 

Zhou Zhou thought about it and felt that it was normal. 

After all, being ranked first in the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield was indeed not worth mentioning. 

The rank of the Lord Battlefield was the most important. 

For example, Zhou Zhou himself. 

The highest honor of a Lord of the same race was completely free. 

Under such circumstances, it was already very good to give him a Legendary-Tier treasure. 

He was not in a hurry to see what the reward for the title of the Strongest Lord was. He directly took this 

[Faceless Cerulean Planet Ancestor Statue] to the Imperial Ancestral Temple. 

… 

In the Imperial Ancestral Temple. 

A faint smell of agarwood filled the main hall, making Zhou Zhou, who had just arrived, feel at ease. 

He looked at the shrine on the altar in front of him. 

There were already five shrines worshiped here! 

The two shrines on the rightmost side did not consecrate the new ancestor of the human race on 

Cerulean Planet. 

In the three shrines on the left, there were respectively the Yellow Gold-Tier Ancestor Statue—Sun 

Simiao, the Yellow Gold-Tier Ancestor Statue—Liu Bei, and the White Silver-Tier Ancestor Statue—Gong 

Shuban. 



Zhou Zhou looked at the three Ancestor Statues and could not help but fall into deep thought. 

He had to choose one of the [Faceless Cerulean Planet Ancestor Statue] in his hand to advance. 

"Which one should I choose?" 

Zhou Zhou was a little conflicted. 

Whether it was Ancestor Sun Simiao's Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies, 

Ancestor Liu Bei's Subduing People with Virtue, or Ancestor Gong Shuban's Heart of the Craftsman! 

Zhou Zhou liked these three Ancestral Enhancements very much and wanted to upgrade them. 

As for keeping it for stronger ancestral statues in the future, such as the Yellow Emperor, Shennong, 

Fuxi, and other ancestors, Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and gave up. 

Even with the King of Loots, Zhou Zhou had only obtained three Ancestor Statues. 

Moreover, two of them were bought from other Cerulean Planet Lords. It could be seen how rare they 

were! 

There were many ancestors on the Cerulean Planet. Zhou Zhou did not think that he could obtain 

Ancestor Statues at the level of the Yellow Emperor and Shennong in a short period of time. 

It was better to have a bird in hand than to have a thousand birds in the forest. 

Therefore, Zhou Zhou felt that it was better to use it now. 
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A moment later, Zhou Zhou took a deep breath and came to Sun Simiao's statue. 

In the end, he decided to advance Ancestor Sun Simiao to the Legendary-Tier! 

The main reason was that Sun Simiao's ancestral enhancement was in 'medicine'! 

Zhou Zhou felt that his territory was a war-type territory. To a war-type territory, the strength of the 

'medical' path could naturally greatly increase the combat strength of the army. 

In comparison, Liu Bei's Ancestral Enhancement [Subdue people with virtue] focused on increasing his 

loyalty! 

In this aspect, he had the more perfect and powerful Peace And Prosperity. Actually, his needs in this 

aspect were not very high. 

Gong Shuban's ancestral enhancement was to increase the efficiency of building buildings and war 

machines. 

In this aspect, it was also inferior to Sun Simiao's medical skills. 

That was why Zhou Zhou decided to use the [Faceless Cerulean Planet Ancestor Statue] on Ancestor Sun 

Simiao. 
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Of course, he actually also had another personal reason. 

That was the soul of Sun Simiao, whom he had seen living in the Essential Prescriptions Worth a 

Thousand Gold for Emergencies. 

After the two of them communicated a few times. 

Zhou Zhou inevitably had a good impression of this kind old Senior Herb King. Therefore, he also wanted 

to raise Ancestor Sun Simiao to a higher realm. 

After making a decision, Zhou Zhou no longer hesitated. He looked at the [Faceless Ancestor Statue of 

the Human Race on Cerulean Planet] in front of him and chanted to use it in his heart. The target was 

Sun Simiao. 

The [Faceless Cerulean Planet Ancestor Statue] in his hand suddenly emitted a purple light. Then, this 

light surged into Ancestor Sun Simiao's statue. 

The statue of Ancestor Sun Simiao also emitted a dazzling purple light. This purple light enveloped the 

entire Imperial Ancestral Temple. After a long time, it gradually entered the statue of Ancestor Sun 

Simiao. 

Subjects who were not asleep, as well as many life forms with powerful perception, such as Ingesol, 

Nezario, Haris, Xu An, Bai Yun, Wu Xin, and Feng Luo, all discovered this phenomenon. 

However, when they realized that the source of the light was the Imperial Ancestral Temple and that the 

Lord inside did not do anything, they knew that this should be the Lord's doing and did not care much. 

… 

In the main hall of the Imperial Ancestral Temple. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the statue of Ancestor Sun Simiao that seemed to have undergone a huge change. 

At this moment, a text notification appeared. 

[Congratulations, your Cerulean Planet's Ancestor Statue—Sun Simiao. You have used the faceless 

Ancestor Statue of the Cerulean Planet's human race and officially advanced from Yellow Gold-Tier to 

Legendary-Tier!] 

[The current Ancestor Statue has been updated!] 

[Current Ancestral Enhancement Effect has been updated!] 

Zhou Zhou first looked at the Ancestor Statue and realized that the level symbol behind Sun Simiao had 

changed from Yellow Gold-Tier to Legendary-Tier. 

Not only that, there was also a summoning function that he had never seen before. 

"Summon? What function is this? I can try it later." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, he looked at the 'Current Ancestral Enhancement'. 



The Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies had also advanced to the 

Legendary-Tier. 

[Treasure Name: Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies] 

[Treasure Grade: Legendary-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect One: After healing the injured, there is a high chance that all Physician-related 

Professionals in the territory will comprehend more medical theories, increasing the probability of 

breaking through by 90%!] 

[Treasure Effect Two: All Physician-related Professionals who have learned the "Essential Prescriptions 

Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies" will have a chance of receiving hints from the human ancestor 

of the Cerulean Planet, Sun Simiao, when they encounter difficult illnesses.] 

[Treasure Effect Three: The potential of all Physician-related Professionals in the territory will increase 

by two levels. It cannot surpass the Legendary-Tier Advance Grade at most. (If you leave the territory, 

the enhancement of your potential will be ineffective.)] 

[Treasure Description: Human lives are the most important. They are more precious than gold. They are 

more virtuous than this.] 

[Prompt: This treasure is exclusive to the Imperial Ancestral Temple. It cannot be worn down, lost, or 

destroyed.] 

Zhou Zhou gasped. 

His gaze was fixed on Treasure Effect Three. 

After confirming it again and again, he confirmed that he was not wrong. 

"It's really increased by two major levels!" 

"Even though it's only to increase Physician-related Professionals by two major levels." 

"But isn't it too terrifying?" 

Zhou Zhou muttered. 

Take Bai Yuejing, the strongest doctor in his territory, for example. 

The upper limit of Bai Yuejing's potential was Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

He was already an Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade doctor. 

Before long, he would reach the upper limit of his potential and have no way to enter! 

However, it was different with this new Treasure Effect three. 

With this new Ancestral Enhancement, Bai Yuejing's potential would directly surpass the Epic-Tier and 

reach the Legendary-Tier! 

It could be said that… 



In the future, as long as he worked hard and had enough medical knowledge to learn, he could easily 

become a Legendary-Tier doctor. 

It was not difficult for him to even reach the upper limit of his potential and become a Legendary-Tier 

doctor! 

And a potential of this level was something that even many heroes in his territory could not reach! 

"Is this the Legendary-Tier Ancestral Enhancement?" 

"It's actually so terrifying?!" 

Zhou Zhou was shocked. 

Even though this buff would be ineffective without the territory, 

However, Zhou Zhou naturally would not feel that it was a pity for Subjects who were not in his territory 

to lose their potential. 

"Top-grade, top-grade!" 

Zhou Zhou's eyes lit up as he looked at the Treasure Effect. 

After reading it a few times, he retracted his gaze reluctantly. 

Then, he looked at the new function [Summoning]. 

"Summon!" 

Zhou Zhou did not hesitate and chose to summon it. 

Under his surprised gaze, the statue of Sun Simiao's ancestor suddenly emitted a dazzling purple light. 

Then, the purple light did not fuse into the statue again. Instead, it began to condense in front of Zhou 

Zhou and gradually formed the appearance of an old Daoist priest. 

Soon, an old Daoist priest with a bun on his head and a kind face appeared in front of him. He was 

wearing a simple Daoist robe and holding a wooden staff in his right hand. There was a gourd hanging 

from his waist. 

It was lifelike, like a real person! 

No. 

Under Zhou Zhou's powerful perception, he knew that the person in front of him was a real person! 

At this moment, the Elder One cupped his fists and chuckled. 

"I'm Sun Simiao." 

"Greetings, my Lord." 

"Old Senior Sun, you're too kind." 

Zhou Zhou reacted and said hurriedly. 



Sun Simiao smiled and looked around. Then, he lowered his head and stepped on the ground curiously. 

He sniffed the air and clicked his tongue in wonder. 

"This High Continent is different from our China." 

Previously, he had been observing this world in the Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for 

Emergencies. Now that he could appear with his true body, he was naturally very curious about this 

world. 

Zhou Zhou smiled. 

Then, the two of them chatted for a while before Zhou Zhou asked, 

"Old Senior Sun." 

"Do you want to show me what's wrong with me?" 

This was the King of Medicine. 

Zhou Zhou was naturally unwilling to let it go. 

"My Lord has a Celestial Appearance and is very healthy. What's wrong with him?" 

Sun Simiao's gaze was sharp. He looked at Zhou Zhou's face carefully and said. 

Zhou Zhou immediately laughed. 

"Oh yes." 

"My Lord, I want to see my good friend, Bai Yuejing. Is that possible?" 

Sun Simiao said. 

"Of course." 

"I'll go with you, Senior." 

Zhou Zhou also said. 

He also wanted to see what Bai Yuejing would become after his potential increased. 

Sun Simiao nodded. 

Then, the two of them walked towards Bai Yuejing's residence. 
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At the same time… 

Bai Yuejing's residence. 

At this moment, Bai Yuejing was fighting at night and studying medical books. 

Moreover, he was studying the Chinese medicine books passed down by Sun Simiao. 
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"…The doctor treats cold with hot medicine, treats heat with cold medicine, and vomits and poisons if 

you don't eat…" 

He read attentively and carefully. 

The more he read, the more Bai Yuejing felt that this Traditional Chinese Medicine path had many 

similarities to the human medical path in the High Continent that he cultivated. This made him feel 

inspired. 

"At this rate… I should be able to advance to an Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade doctor soon and 

reach the limit of my potential." 

He was very happy. 

Normally speaking, the closer Professionals were to the upper limit of their potential, the harder it 

would be to advance again. 

For example, Zhao Changshou. 

He had been trapped as a White Platinum-Tier Architect for many years. 

If not for the fact that he came to Zhou Zhou's territory later and came into contact with many special 

buildings and Race buildings, he would not have been able to reach the upper limit of his potential so 

quickly. He might even have advanced further and become the architect of the Diamond-Tier Advance 

Grade. 

If not for the fact that he came to Zhou Zhou's territory later and came into contact with many special 

buildings and Race buildings, he would not have been able to reach the upper limit of his potential so 

quickly. He might even have advanced further and become the architect of the Diamond-Tier Advance 

Grade. 

The difference was… 

Zhao Changshou had been promoted to a Diamond-Tier Advance Grade Architect by coming into contact 

with special buildings and buildings of the Race! 

Now, Bai Yuejing felt that she was not far from becoming an Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade 

doctor because she had come into contact with Sun Simiao's Chinese medicine inheritance. 

Bai Yuejing was a very pure-hearted doctor. 

His desire to increase his level was not mainly for that status and reputation. 

What he was thinking about was that he could save more people by upgrading to an Extraordinary-Tier 

Intermediate Grade doctor. 

There were already more than 2,000 Extraordinary-Tier soldiers in the Blazing Sun Territory. 

Even an Epic-Tier expert had appeared. He had even become the number one assassin in the Blazing Sun 

Territory! 



It was also because of this that the number of high-level doctors in the Blazing Sun Territory was already 

a little tight. 

Seeing this, Bai Yuejing also yearned to break through to a higher-level doctor. This way, he could relieve 

the pressure on the medical resources of the Blazing Sun Territory. 

At this moment, Bai Yuejing's mind suddenly trembled as he looked at the medical book in front of him 

in a daze. 

The profound and complicated medical knowledge that he had previously felt suddenly became easy to 

comprehend at this moment. 

At a glance, all kinds of medical knowledge easily entered his mind. He even drew inferences, allowing 

him to understand more medical knowledge. 

At this moment, he felt that he was getting closer and closer to becoming an Extraordinary-Tier 

Intermediate Grade doctor… 

BOOM! 

It was as if the world had been split open. 

An even stronger doctor's energy surged in his body. 

Bai Yuejing indulged in the newly obtained medical knowledge for a long time before sensing the 

changes in his body. 

He could not help but be shocked. 

He had actually broken through to the Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade?! 

What!? Bai Yuejing gasped. 

What happened just now? 

Why did I suddenly break through??? 

Moreover, the breakthrough was so easy, as if he was eating and drinking. 

Even though he really felt that he was not far from becoming an Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade 

doctor, he shouldn't have broken through so easily. 

This feeling… 

It reminded him of the feeling of breaking through from a White-Silver Tier Advance Grade doctor to a 

Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade doctor when he was young and still a doctor genius. 

It was that easy, that relaxing! 

It was as if this was not a difficult bottleneck for him to pass. 

However, he was an Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade doctor just now. 



How could the difficulty of breaking through to the Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade be the same 

as breaking through to the Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade as a White-Silver Tier Advance Grade? 

Could it be… 

An unbelievable thought suddenly flashed through his mind. Then, he immediately sensed the upper 

limit of his potential. 

Then he froze. 

The upper limit of his potential had actually crossed two major realms and reached the Legendary-Tier?! 

What was going on?! 

"Elder Bai." 

At this moment, a voice came from outside the door. 

Bai Yuejing immediately recognized that this was his Lord's voice. 

There was no time to think about what had happened to his body. He tidied up his appearance and 

quickly walked to the door of the house and opened it. 

"Greetings, my Lord." 

"Greetings… Hmm?!" 

Bai Yuejing had just finished speaking respectfully to Zhou Zhou when he was stunned when he saw the 

person beside the Lord. 

"Why?" 

"Old friend, didn't you see the old Daoist priest's statue in the Imperial Ancestral Temple? Why can't you 

recognize it now?" 

Sun Simiao stroked his beard and chuckled as he looked at Bai Yuejing. 

"You're… Old Sun?" 

Bai Yuejing's eyes widened. 

"Exactly." 

Sun Simiao nodded and sighed. "I'm lucky to have been raised to my current level by my Lord. I can 

already reconstruct my true body and be summoned to walk around in this world." 

"Moreover, there's no time limit." 

Strictly speaking. 

As long as Sun Simiao's Ancestor Statue was not damaged. 

He would be immortal now. 

He could also be resurrected in the statue even if his body was killed now. 



The price was that he needed to consecrate some Legendary-Tier Mist Cores. 

The Legendary-Tier Mist Core was not a big price for the current Zhou Zhou. 

On the other side, Bai Yuejing's eyes lit up and he was overjoyed. 

When the two of them were communicating with each other about the medical path of the world, they 

had unknowingly become good friends. Now that he saw his good friend walking in this world with his 

true body, he was naturally very happy. 

Beside Sun Simiao. 

Zhou Zhou also smiled at the two of them. 

At this moment, he suddenly realized what he was hungry about and exclaimed in surprise. 

"Elder Bai." 

"You've broken through to the Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade?!" 

He was surprised. 

Not only that, he also realized that Elder Bai had become much younger. 

It was not an exaggeration to say that he had changed from an old man to a middle-aged man. 

He had never given him items like Blood Honey that could restore his youth. 

"That's right." 

"I broke through for no reason." 

Bai Yuejing scratched his head in confusion. 

Then, he told them about his sudden breakthrough and his potential increasing to the Legendary-Tier. 

Zhou Zhou and Sun Simiao looked at each other and smiled. 

So that was it. 

No wonder he could recover his youth. 

It should be because his potential had increased, so his body had become younger. 

Then, Zhou Zhou did not hide anything and told him the effect of the Legendary-Tier Essential 

Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies. 

"Now." 

"The potential of the doctors in our territory should have increased by two levels." 

"Elder Bai, your breakthrough today will not be the only one you will experience." 

"In the future, I'm afraid a large number of high-level doctors will appear in our territory in an endless 

stream." 



Zhou Zhou said happily. 

He naturally did not forget the first effect of the Legendary-Tier Essential Prescriptions Worth a 

Thousand Gold for Emergencies— after healing the injured, there was a high chance that they would 

comprehend more medical theories, increasing the probability of breaking through by 90%! 

What did a 90% breakthrough probability mean? 

This meant that as long as Physician-related Professionals did not reach the upper limit of his potential, 

he could break through his Profession level almost without any bottlenecks after accumulating enough 

Profession knowledge! 
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The Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies could originally allow Physician-

related Professionals to have a high chance of comprehending more medical theories after healing their 

injuries. 

Coupled with the Treasure Effect Two of the "Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for 

Emergencies", it could allow Physician-related Professionals who mastered the book to have a chance of 

receiving Sun Simiao's hint when they encountered difficult illnesses. 

Under such conditions, when the Effects of the three treasures were stacked, it could be said that they 

had opened a path to all Physician-related Professionals! 

It could be said that… 

Physician-related Professionals working in the Blazing Sun Territory could easily reach the upper limit of 

their potential! 

Zhou Zhou felt that it was shocking just thinking about it. 

His Blazing Sun Territory was simply a professional Holy Land for Physician-related Professionals! 

Physicians, clergymen, pharmacists, and even the clergymen of the Goddess of Life Shelter could feel 

the terrifying enhancement of the Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand Gold for Emergencies on 

them in the Blazing Sun Territory! 

Zhou Zhou could already feel it. 

In the future, a large number of high-level Physician-related Professionals would appear in his territory! 

The problem of the lack of high-level doctors in his territory could naturally be easily resolved in the 

future. 

Zhou Zhou was already considering introducing more Doctor-related Professionals to the outside world 

in the future. 

Only then could he maximize the effect of the Legendary-Tier Essential Prescriptions Worth a Thousand 

Gold for Emergencies. 
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"Thank you, my Lord!" 

"Thank you, Old Sun!" 

"The two of you can be said to have given me a new lease on life!" 

"Bai Yuejing will never forget it! If there's a chance, I'll definitely repay the Lord and Old Sun's kindness!" 

Bai Yuejing said solemnly. 

Letting his doctor potential increase by two major realms was already equivalent to giving him a brand 

new future. 

He had to remember this kindness! 

[Your Subject Bai Yuejing's loyalty has increased to 100. He has become your dead loyal subject!] 

A line of text suddenly appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou smiled when he saw this. 

Bai Yuejing's loyalty to him was already more than 90. Now that he had this favor, he had directly 

become a dead loyal subject. He pondered. 

If he spread this matter to the entire territory tomorrow, he should immediately have a large group of 

highly loyal or even dead loyal Physician-related Professionals Subjects. 

Thinking of this, Zhou Zhou immediately decided to publicize this matter. 

If he wanted to upgrade his Diamond-Tier Peace And Prosperity Lord Talent to the Extraordinary-Tier 

Peaceful Times Lord Talent, he needed one million Subjects with loyalty of 90 points and above. 

Now, he could use this opportunity to increase the number of Subjects he needed in this aspect. 

Sun Simiao and Bai Yuejing quickly thought of what Zhou Zhou thought of. 

After the three of them entered the house, they quickly could not help but talk about the future 

development of the territory's medical path. 

After chatting for a while, Zhou Zhou said that he wanted to leave. 

Sun Simiao and Bai Yuejing wanted to send him back, but Zhou Zhou rejected them. 

How could he not tell that these two medical peers had a lot to discuss and communicate. 

Zhou Zhou was naturally willing to fulfill his wish. 

After returning to the territory alone, Zhou Zhou continued to check the next rewards. 

The first was the title reward of the Strongest Lord. 

[Title Name: Strongest Lord] 

[Title Quality: Unique Title Of The Race - Permanent] 



[Title Effect One: When you fight any enemy faction, you will receive 200% additional strength increase 

and 99% additional damage reduction. Your Subjects will receive 100% additional strength increase and 

50% additional damage reduction.] 

[Title Effect Two: The suffix of your Lord Battlefield title will be added behind your title when you speak 

in the World Channel. You can take the initiative to turn it off or activate it.] 

[Title Effect Three: Supreme Blessing: When you and your Subjects are extracting Loots, the drop rate of 

your loots is increased by an additional 20%, and the number of loots you obtain is increased by an 

additional 30%; the unique type of Loots cannot obtain this bonus.] 

[Title Description: A unique title of the race that can only be obtained by a Lord after obtaining the 

highest rank within the race on the Lord Battlefield. The strongest Lord of every race will be blessed by 

the Supreme Will.] 

[Prompt: As the drop rate of your Loots has reached 100%, the drop rate of these Loots has increased by 

20%. The number of Loots you have obtained has increased by an additional 50%!] 

Zhou Zhou smiled. 

He had previously obtained the reward of the title of the strongest Lord. 

However, that was only for a limited time. 

Now that it had become permanent, the benefits were naturally self-evident. 

Moreover, not only did it become permanent, its title effect had also increased greatly. 

The additional strength of the Lord with Title Effect 1 increased from 100% to 200%. 

The additional strength bonus of his Subjects had also increased from 50% to 100%! 

In addition, the number of Loots had increased from 20% to 50%! 

This was the greatest improvement for him, the King of Loots! 

Then, he looked at the title reward of the strongest Lord of all races. 

[Title Name: Strongest Lord of All Races] 

[Title Quality: Supreme - Permanent] 

[Title Effect One: You and your territory forces are famous in the myriad worlds. All the Lord forces will 

know that you are the strongest Lord in this Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event!] 

[Title Effect Two: When you activate the Diplomacy interface with a non-enemy Lord faction, your 

diplomatic relations with the other party will automatically increase to 'Respect'. (Activated after 

establishing the kingdom)] 

[Title Effect Three - Favor of the Supreme Will: When you and your Subjects are extracting Loots, the 

number of Loots you obtain will increase by an additional 100%; a unique type of Loots cannot obtain 

this bonus.] 



[Title Effect Four: When you speak in the World Channel within the Race, the suffix of your Lord 

Battlefield title will be added behind your title. You can take the initiative to turn it off or activate it.] 

[Title Description: The Supreme Reward for the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event can only be 

obtained by the strongest Lord who performs the best in this event. It represents the favor of the 

Supreme Will and one of the supreme honors of the Lords of all races!] 

Zhou Zhou could not help but take a deep breath when he saw the title of the strongest Lord of all races. 

As expected of the title of the strongest Lord of all races. 

Not to mention anything else. 

Just the additional 100% increase in the number of Loots was enough for him to benefit greatly! 

Moreover, it could be stacked with the enhancement of the title of the Strongest Lord. 

Which meant… 

Now that he had killed a fog monster and began to retrieve the Loots, he would be given another 150% 

of the Loots in addition to the Loots it would provide! 

Coupled with his King of Loots, the effect directly exploded! 

As for the reputation bonuses provided by Title Effect One and Two, Zhou Zhou expressed that he was 

already numb. 

Since he could not refuse to become famous, then he would accept it calmly. 

Then, he looked at the reward of the Strongest Lord of All Races. 

It was a golden gift box. 

Zhou Zhou looked at them. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Treasure Name: Gift Box of the Race's divine artifact] 

[Treasure Grade: Special-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: After opening it, the Lord can obtain a complete racial divine artifact!] 

[Treasure Description: The reward of the strongest Lord of all races in the Lord Battlefield. After opening 

it, you can obtain an extremely rare racial divine artifact.] 

Zhou Zhou's eyes widened. 

A complete racial divine artifact! 

Zhou Zhou was immediately excited. 

Could it be at the same level as the Sword of Xuan Yuan? 

Then, he immediately opened it. 



A hexagonal seven-colored crystal appeared in front of him. 

[Race Divine Artifact Name: Lucky Star] 

[Equipment Grade: Unique Title Of The Race - Binded] 

[Race Divine Artifact Ability—Lucky: When all humans retrieve Loots, the drop rate increases by 5%; 

when the Lucky Star holder retrieves Loots, there is a chance of obtaining a special Loots. This effect can 

only be triggered once a day.] 

When Zhou Zhou saw this, his expectant expression immediately became complicated. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 489: The Favor Of The Supreme Will! Category Of Race Divine Artifact! 

Zhou Zhou looked at this Race divine artifact called the Lucky Star. 

"It's useful but it doesn't seem to be of much use to me." 

His expression was complicated. 

This Lucky Star had two effects. 

The first +5% drop rate was naturally useless to him, the King of Loots with a 100% drop rate. 

However, its influence covered the entire human race, increasing the drop rate by 5%. 

In terms of this, it would contribute greatly to the future of the entire human race! 

It was naturally deserving of being called a Race divine artifact! 

The second effect was that the possessor of the Lucky Star could obtain an additional special Loots when 

extracting the Loots. 

Honestly, Zhou Zhou did not need this effect just from the introduction. 

He was the King of Loots and did not lack loots in the least. Why would he need it to provide another 

loot? 

However, Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and decided to give it a try seeing how special it was. 

Coincidentally, he had yet to use today's opportunity to retrieve the special Loots. He could use it to give 

it a try. 

Just as he stood up and wanted to go to the Monster Ranch to look for Mu Gu, he suddenly noticed that 

a large number of messages had come from his friend list. 

Someone he knew sent it, such as Ling'er, Nong Chenglin, the Green Phoenix Lord, the Paper Immortal 

Lord, the Gold Merchant Lord… 

There were also people who he was not familiar with. Most of them were Lord friends that Zhou Zhou 

had added when he was purchasing goods and materials in the past. 

They usually did not dare to disturb Zhou Zhou, but now, they all sent messages. 
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Zhou Zhou opened them one by one curiously. 

[Thank you, Big Boss Blazing Sun!] 

[Big Boss Blazing Sun has obtained a Race divine artifact again? The effect of this Race divine artifact is 

awesome!] 

[I envy Big Boss Blazing Sun!] 

[Big Boss Blazing Sun, this is a Race divine artifact called the Lucky Star. Is this the reward for becoming 

the strongest Lord of all races?] 

[The range of this Lucky Star actually affected the entire human race?! F*ck! Then it has a huge meaning 

to the increase in the strength of the entire human race!] 

… 

Zhou Zhou understood just by reading the messages of the first few Lords. 

It seemed that the drop rate enhancement given by the Lucky Star to all humans had already begun to 

appear. 

No wonder so many Lords suddenly sent him messages to thank him. 

He looked at the messages from Ling'er and the others and realized that they were also talking about 

the Lucky Star. Their questions were similar to the other Lords'. 

He opened the World Channel and the Alliance group chat of the Star Alliance and realized that these 

Lords were also discussing the Lucky Star. 

It could be seen from the many comments that everyone was quite satisfied with the 5% drop rate 

provided by the Lucky Star. 

Some of the Lords who found it too little were quickly drowned out by the comments of the other Lords. 

Some of the Lords who found it too little were quickly drowned out by the comments of the other Lords. 

However, Zhou Zhou had obtained these two Race divine artifacts with his own ability. 

No matter how much they were to be green with envy, they could not come up with any reason why 

they felt that the Lord of The Blazing Sun was not worthy. 

In addition, from the words of these Lords, Zhou Zhou also saw the details of the Lucky Star bonus buff 

they had obtained 

[Light of the Lucky Star: When you and your Human Subjects retrieve Loots, the drop rate will increase 

by an additional 5%.] 

[Note: Special Loots cannot enjoy this drop rate bonus!] 

[Race Divine Artifact Hint: The Lucky Star of the Race has been born and is controlled by the Lord of The 

Blazing Sun. This is one of the abilities of the Race's divine artifact!] 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 



Then, he pondered when he saw the words at the back. 

Special Loots… 

What is considered a Special Loot? 

Does the dragon egg of the Light Sacred Dragon count? 

Does the Lord Talent Crystal Fragment, Lord Talent Sphere, and Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere count? 

Thinking of this, Zhou Zhou vaguely felt that it should be the case. 

However, in order to prevent himself from guessing wrongly, Zhou Zhou still tried to ask the Supreme 

Will. 

Soon, the Supreme Will sent him a message and told him that his guess was right. 

Special Loots like the Light Sacred Dragon's dragon egg, the Lord Talent Crystal Fragment, and the Lord 

Talent Sphere could be considered special Loots. Naturally, they were not within the influence of the 

Light of the Lucky Star. 

Zhou Zhou was a little puzzled after thanking the Supreme Will verbally. 

When has the Supreme Will been so good? 

Not only did it explain everything, he was also told the range of the Normal Loots? 

In the past, the Supreme Will would have replied with a "Yes" and be done with. 

Could it be… 

Zhou Zhou suddenly thought of something and opened the title Effect of the Strongest Lord of All Races. 

His gaze landed on the words [Favor of the Supreme Will], Title Effect Three. 

"The favor of the Supreme Will…" 

"Could it be because of this? Is that why the Supreme Will explained everything?" 

Zhou Zhou pondered. 

The more he thought about it. 

The more he felt that he might be right. 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

If that was the case, he had to perform well in the future and make the Supreme Will have a better 

impression of him. 

At this moment, he suddenly saw the Green Phoenix Lord say that she wanted to see what the Lucky 

Star looked like in the Alliance group. 

Zhou Zhou was not stingy. He took a photo of the Lucky Star and sent it to the Alliance group chat. 

However, he did not share the Lucky Star's attributes. 



But even so, when the photo of the Lucky Star was sent to the Alliance group, the Lords of the Alliance 

group instantly exploded and discussed enthusiastically when they saw the appearance of the Lucky 

Star. 

[Wow, is this the Lucky Star? It looks so good, like a gem! No, it's even better than a gem!] 

[Tsk tsk, this color is simply the same as the Mythical-Tier legendary Heaven Mending Stone!] 

[The appearance of the Race's divine artifact is so good.] 

[Why did the racial divine artifact last time be an incomplete Sword of Xuan Yuan? Why has it been 

changed to a Lucky Star that I've never heard of before?] 

[I have the same doubts, but I can't be bothered to think about them.] 

… 

Zhou Zhou also saw the Lords' doubts. 

Therefore, he asked the Supreme Will. 

If there were privileges, it would be a waste not to use them! 

This time, the Supreme Will also gave him a hint. 

[Supreme Will Notification One: There are many classification methods for Race divine artifacts. One of 

them can be divided into Exclusive Race Divine Artifacts and Public Race Divine Artifacts!] 

[Supreme Will Notification Two: Your Sword of Xuan Yuan— Agriculture Husbandry Sword is one of the 

branches of the exclusive Race divine artifact, the Sword of Xuan Yuan. It has evolved from the history of 

the human race on the Cerulean Planet and gathers the faith of the human civilization on your Cerulean 

Planet. It often has a huge enhancement effect on the human race on the Cerulean Planet. However, the 

people of foreign races can't enjoy the enhancement of this Race divine artifact.] 

[Supreme Will Notification Two: A public-type Race divine artifact is condensed from the power of faith 

of the life forms of all races. Under normal circumstances, even though its Race Enhancement bonus is 

not as powerful as the enhancement of an exclusive Race divine artifact, its Race Enhancement bonus 

can work on life forms of any race and is not affected by a single race. After binding to its master, it will 

immediately give a Race Enhancement bonus to the race the binding person belongs to.] 

[Supreme Will Notification Three: All life forms who possess public-type divine artifacts of the Race in 

the past will be crazily intercepted and killed by other people of foreign race Lords. When the owner of 

the divine artifact of the Race dies, the divine artifact left behind will automatically be unbound until it 

welcomes a new owner. It is also because of this that the appearance of every divine artifact of the Race 

will welcome a cruel battle at the level of the Race!] 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 490: Special Loots - Violent Storm Lord Puppet! 

When Zhou Zhou saw the first two Supreme Will Notifications, he realized that there was a difference 

between a Race divine artifact and a public Race divine artifact. 
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The former could only be used on a single Race! 

The latter could be used on all Races! 

When he saw the third Supreme Will Notification, his expression immediately changed slightly and he 

frowned. 

"The Lucky Star might cause a cruel battle at the Race level?" 

His expression became serious. 

Thinking of the effect of a public Race divine artifact, the hint of the Supreme Will might not be an 

alarmist. 

He thought for a while before his frown gradually relaxed. 

Now, he was a Lord of all races and was protected by the Supreme Agreement. 

Under the Supreme Agreement, Kingdom-level and Lord factions above the Kingdom-level could not 

take the initiative to attack his territory. 

The other party could only counterattack if he took the initiative to start a war. 

Zhou Zhou was not stupid. He naturally would not start a war with an enemy that far exceeded the 

strength of his faction. 

Few Lord factions below the Kingdom-level could defeat Zhou Zhou. 

In that case, the Lucky Star, a divine artifact of the Race, would not bring him much danger for the time 

being. 

He felt a little relieved. 

Then, he looked at the Lucky Star in his hand and decided to test its special Loots effect. 

He would do it if he wanted to. 

Zhou Zhou took the Lucky Star and walked out of the Beginner-Grade Lord's Paradise. He came to the 

Monster Ranch and called Mu Gu over through telepathy. 

"Greetings my Lord!" 

Mu Gu said respectfully when he arrived in front of Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He looked at the empty Monster Ranch in front of him and asked casually, "You're going to start making 

ranch monsters later, right?" 

"Yes, my Lord." 

"Now is the time when the Scarlet Fog is spreading. It's a good time to use this Scarlet Fog to condense 

fog monsters." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 



His gaze swept across the 34 fog monsters stored in the 34 Monster Ranches. 

In the end, his gaze fell on the sandman. 

"The three Monster Ranches occupied by the sandman monsters can be exchanged for the Red-Eyed 

Blood Wasps." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

The sandman was the fog monster that produced the Green Bronze-Tier construction material, the Light 

Drawing Crystal! 

Previously, the city wall of Blazing Sun City had relied on this construction material to have a good White 

Silver-Tier defense. 

However, now that his city wall had been replaced with the Supreme Defence, he naturally did not need 

this Light Drawing Crystal and the sandman who produced it. 

However, even though he did not need them anymore, Zhou Zhou would not kill all the sandmen. 

Instead, he would leave a portion of them as the backup monster resource bank of the Monster Ranch. 

This way, when he suddenly needed the previous monster resources one day, he would not have no 

choice but to mobilize them from the backup monster resource vault. 

As for the Red-Eyed Blood Wasps that replaced the Sandman, it was because they could produce Blood 

Honey, Blood Honey King, Blood Honey King Cake, Blood Honey Royal Cake, and other loots that could 

restore youth or even lifespan! 

Zhao Changshou, Zheng Yuanqi, and the other old people in the territory relied on it to return to their 

youth and lifespan. 

Previously, Zhou Zhou liked combat-type ranch monsters, so he did not let the Red-Eyed Blood Wasps 

into the Monster Ranch. 

Now that there were more Monster Ranches, there were a total of 34. 

The sandman was taken off the shelves again. 

Then he could let the Red-Eyed Blood Wasps replace the sandman. 

Now, there were many talented but old people like Zheng Yuanqi, Zhao Changshou, Wu Xin, and Bai 

Yuejing who were about to die in his territory. 

They were like this. 

Even if they were loyal to the territory and wanted to be loyal for the rest of their lives, they were 

actually already powerless at work because of their age. 

In the future, when his Red-Eyed Blood Wasps produced a large amount of Blood Honey, Blood Honey 

Royal Cake, and even Blood Honey Royal Cake in the Monster Ranch that could restore their youth and 

lifespan, these old people would welcome their second spring. They would no longer have to worry 

about their old bodies and exhausted lifespan. 



This way, they could work better for the territory. 

Both sides were happy! 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

Mu Gu said respectfully. 

"Also, Mu Gu." 

"Condense a Lord-level Violent Storm Demon Spirit for me first. It shouldn't be a problem, right?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at him and said. 

"No problem." 

"However, Lord, you need to wait for a while." 

"About ten minutes." 

Mu Gu said. 

"Okay!" 

Zhou Zhou agreed readily. 

It was only 10 minutes. 

It passed quickly. 

Mu Gu nodded when he saw this. Then, he turned around and walked to the monster ranch of the 

Violent Storm Demon Spirit and began to create the Lord-Tier Violent Storm Demon Spirit. 

10 minutes later. 

A White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade Violent Storm Demon Spirit was created. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Elemental Demon Spirit controlling the two Elemental elements, Wind and 

Thunder. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Monster Name: Violent Storm Demon Spirit Lord] 

[Strength Level: White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Monster Description: A Fog Monster Lord created by the Monster Patriarch—Mu Gu. It has mastered 

two Elemental abilities, wind and lightning. It is easily angered and is extremely aggressive.] 

[Loots Drop Rate: 30 White Platinum-Tier Mist Cores (Drop Rate: 100%), 50 wind element gems (Drop 

Rate: 25%), 50 Thunder Element Gems (Drop Rate: 25%), one White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade 

skill book, Death Storm (Drop Rate: 15%), one Gradeless Violent Storm Spirit Class Change Certificate 

(Drop Rate: 6%), one White Platinum-Tier Intermediate Grade Violent Storm Spirit Recruitment Books 

(Drop Rate: 6%), one True Faith-Tier Scarlet Crystal (Drop Rate: 3%) 



Zhou Zhou looked at the other party's loots in wonder. 

This guy's drop rate had clearly increased greatly. 

Especially the two Loots, the Class Change Certificate and the recruitment books. 

Previously, its initial drop rate was 1%. 

It had directly increased to 6%. 

It had increased by a full 5%! 

This should be the effect of the Race's divine artifact, the Light of the Lucky Star. 

Then, he stopped thinking and used a Diamond-Tier Chaotic Blade Qi to deal with the Violent Storm 

Demon Spirit Lord in front of him. 

Then, he placed his hand on the other party's fallen elemental body. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Do you want to retrieve the loot?] 

[Do you want to use the Race divine artifact—Lucky Star to retrieve a special Loots?] 

"Extract." 

"Extract them all!" 

Zhou Zhou immediately said. 

[Lord Talent Notification: Your loots have been enhanced by the 'King of Loots—Perfect Loots'. Grade 

+1!] 

[Title Hint: Your loots have been affected by the titles 'Strongest Lord' and 'Strongest Lord of All Races'. 

The number of Loots has increased by 150%!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: You have obtained Perfect Loots—75 Mist Cores (Diamond-Tier), 125 wind 

element gems, 125 Thunder Element Gems, three Death Storm Skill Books (Diamond-Tier Intermediate 

Grade), three Violent Storm Spirit Class Change Certificates (Gradeless), three Violent Storm Spirit 

Recruitment Books (Diamond-Tier Intermediate Grade), one Scarlet Crystals (True Faith-Tier)!] 

[Lucky Star Hint: You have obtained a special Loots— Violent Storm Lord Puppet (Diamond-Tier 

Intermediate Grade)!] 


